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I

NTEROPERABILITY with joint,
coalition, interagency and non-governmental partners is the key in ensuring a
common understanding of the modern battlespace; it is also crucial to our continued
success. For the CWIX community, successful interoperability is mostly about partnering
with Nations and connecting NATO Forces so
that they can operate effectively together. By
"forces" we mean their units and systems operating together, acting under a common chain
of command, sharing common doctrine and
procedures and depending on each others' infrastructure and bases. The forces are also able
to communicate effectively and share essential
information gathered by various sources. But
forces do not necessarily share equipment.

Instead, they are interoperable, which is essential for the effective performance of tasks
in a multinational, interlinked environment.
For the forces to be interoperable and their
equipment compatible, and to be able to plugand-play whenever needed, a lot of hard work
has to be done in advance. But, "in advance"
does not mean by the start at the first joint
exercise or the Alliance's real-time, joint mission or operation; this work is reflected in the
entire lifespan of systems, from definition of
requirements through to design, development,
implementation and operation. Interoperability, therefore, is key to all NATO operations
because the success of today's war fighting
depends on a robust, network-enabled joint
force. This highlights the importance of information sharing and technology.
While most events allow systems to undergo testing at a specific stage during their life
cycle, CWIX, the Coalition Warrior Interoperability eXploration, eXperimentation, eXamination eXercise is the only event that allows
systems to participate regardless of the stage
of maturity they are actually at. Simply put,
the systems at CWIX represent current, near-

term, future and experimental capabilities of
the Alliance and Partner Nations and cover the
complete Communication and Information
Systems (CIS) spectrum. And, while doing
that, CWIX also helps create a culture of trust
between the stakeholders.
The last one in the series, CWIX 2016,
has been the largest interoperability event ever
held and was conducted from 13 to 29 June at
the Joint Force Training Centre (JFTC) in Bydgoszcz, in Poland. Close to 1,000 participants
from around the globe used the stable, multidomain and secure Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (C4ISR) venue
provided by the CWIX in order to test nearly
200 systems with respect to interoperability,
and in the context of a complex coalition scenario. More than 10,000 individual technical
tests were completed in the 17 different "Focus
Areas" of CWIX 2016.
CWIX is a continuously developing annual event that covers the Alliance's needs as
well as the needs of participating Partner Nations. With direction and management provided by Allied Command Transformation
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(ACT), NATO and Partner Nations define the
objectives for each CWIX cycle. In 2016, the
exercise has been linked for the first time to the
UNIFIED VISION (UV 16) to examine testing activities across different security domains
while bringing together technical testing with
an operational distributed event. In linking
these two events, CWIX demonstrated the
benefits of sharing Joint Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (JISR) products between federated networks and into Command
and Control (C2) systems.
Simply put, JISR provides information
and intelligence to commanders by collocating information gathered through NATO's Alliance Ground Surveillance (AGS) system or
NATO AWACS aircraft as well as a wide variety
of national JISR assets from the space, air, land
and maritime domains. As Federated Mission
Networking (FMN) has finished the "Spiral
1" specifications, CWIX provided the Nations
with a venue to federate and test their capabilities in accordance with these specifications
and to identify improvements to the current
instructions. As a significant interest from the
stakeholders, the new Focus Area "Communications" will be established in 2017 CWIX,
which will replace the former Mobile/Cloud
Computing Focus Area.
The results of CWIX are open to all
CWIX nations. Identified interoperability issues are either resolved during the exercise
or they are reported to the nations operating
or developing the respective systems. In case
of NATO systems being affected, the NATO
Command, Control and Communication
Board (C3B) is involved to resolve the issues.
In summary, CWIX is a major interoperability event that continues to grow, as we
have observed, especially during the past years,
but it might eventually reach a size that cannot
be handled at a single location. However, since
the idea behind the major venues of CWIX is
to bring together technical experts and operational users for an extended period of time in
order to work together, experiment with their
systems and develop solutions for identified issues, ACT as the directing and managing body,
together with the Nations, will continue to enable interoperability and keep the innovative
spirit of CWIX, while simultaneously inventing new ways to cope with the ever increasing
need for the readiness and rapid deployment of
our troops. 

Above: General Denis Mercier, SACT, and the Chairman of the Military Committee General Petr Pavel
briefed by the author during CWIX 2016. CWIX supports nations to deliver "Day Zero" deployability,
sustainability and interoperability by continually improving the way NATO and Partner Nations operate
together to keep our nations safe. Photo by JFTC PAO.

900 Specialists
10,000+ Tests

JWC is a key contributor to CWIX since 2012 and
takes part in both Modelling & Simulation (M&S)
Focus Area (FA) and Federated Mission Network
(FMN) FA. JWC also contributes with a FA team
leader for the Mobile & Cloud Computing FA, as
well as an analyst within the FMN FA. "For JWC,
CWIX offers a unique venue where we conduct an
interoperability test between JWC's primary M&S
tools and national, as well as, NATO Command &
Control (C2) systems. This increases the interoperability and ensures that we are able to utilize
the functionality required to run future exercises.
We are also able to verify that our networks and
services are FMN compliant," Bartek Jedra, JWC's
Test Engineer for M&S FA, said. Jedra added that
by developing capabilities, CWIX aims to empower
information sharing, which is a key force multiplier.

Notes on Future War Fighting:
"Better information means better decisions. We call this Decision Advantage," the narrator says in a NATO video on how the JISR works. And Brooks
Tigner from IHS Jane's Defence Weekly reports that according to NATO ofﬁcials, exercise UV 16 "demonstrated
that complex, real-time ISR data can
be distributed and reassembled in a
ﬂuid, decentralised way among the
Allies," adding: "While more technical
challenges lie ahead, the next step will
be political: to incorporate this capability into policy and decision-making."
This is, overall, "how NATO runs multinational operations, responds to hybrid warfare and leverages the new Alliance Ground Surveillance capability,"
underlines an NCI Agency article. The
time is ripe for revolutionary changes
in C4ISR.
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